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We numerically examine a bidisperse system of active and passive particles coupled to a resource
substrate. The active particles deplete the resource at a fixed rate and move toward regions with
higher resources, while all of the particles interact sterically with each other. We show that at high
densities, this system exhibits a rich variety of pattern forming phases along with directed motion
or flocking as a function of the relative rates of resource absorption and consumption as well as the
active to passive particle ratio. These include partial phase separation into rivers of active particles
flowing through passive clusters, strongly phase separated states where the active particles induce
crystallization of the passive particles, mixed jammed states, and fluctuating mixed fluid phases.
For higher resource recovery rates, we demonstrate that the active particles can undergo motility
induced phase separation, while at high densities, there can be a coherent flock containing only
active particles or a solid mixture of active and passive particles. The directed flocking motion
typically shows a transient in which the flow switches among different directions before settling into
one direction, and there is a critical density below which flocking does not occur. We map out the
different phases as function of system density, resource absorption and recovery rates, and the ratio
of active to passive particles.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a large class of particle-like systems that can
exhibit collective motion when coupled to a substrate.
In some cases, the motion is the result of driving by an
external bias, such as vortices in type-II superconductors
driven over random landscapes [1, 2], moving charged
colloidal particles interacting with a rough landscape [3–
5], frictional systems [6], and the larger class of systems
that exhibit collective depinning phenomena [7, 8]. As
a function of increasing external bias or changing parti-
cle density, these systems exhibit distinct types of flow
patterns. In elastic flow, all of the particles travel at the
same speed and keep the same neighbors, while in plas-
tic flow, the motion is broken into rivers or channels of
flow where portions of the system are pinned while other
portions are mobile [7, 8]. Often, transitions appear be-
tween different flow states as a function of driving, such
as the dynamical ordering of a plastically moving phase
into a moving crystal or moving smectic phase [8–10]. In
bidisperse particle assemblies where each particle species
has a different coupling to the external biasing or the
substrate, mixed flow or fully phase separated states can
appear. An example of this is the laning transition stud-
ied for bidisperse particles moving in opposite directions
[11, 12], where possible dynamic phases include spatially
separated lanes as well as mixed flowing or jammed con-
figurations [13].

Active matter or self-propelled particles represent an-
other system that can exhibit collective dynamic phases
[14, 15], such as fluid states, directed motion, and motil-
ity induced phase separated states in which an active
solid coexists with a low density active fluid [16–21]. In

the presence of a substrate, additional phases appear, in-
cluding aligned lanes or plastically moving states with co-
existing regions of moving and immobile particles [22]. In
flocking systems represented by the Vicsek model [23, 24],
the particles form flocks that move in a fixed direction
at constant velocity. In many flocking systems, there is a
critical density at which a transition occurs from a fluid
state into a coherently moving state.

More recently, another type of active matter system
was introduced in which the motion of the particles is
produced via feedback from a resource substrate [25].
This model was initially proposed for robot swarms on
resource landscapes that are intended to mimic the mo-
tions of foragers. The robots or moving particles de-
plete the resources at a certain rate and the resources
recover at a different rate. The particles are subjected
to a force termed a field drive that moves them toward
regions with larger resource concentrations [25]. This
system shows a series of dynamic phases including liq-
uid, crystalline, and jammed states as the resource con-
sumption and replenishment rates are varied. A modi-
fication of this model was used to study the addition of
evolutionary rules to the robots [26]. A different varia-
tion of this model employed particles coupled to an ar-
ray of substrate sites that each have a resource parameter
[27]. Any particle that covers a site absorbs the resources
at a rate rabs, while at the same time, the sites recover
the resources at another rate rrec up to a maximum re-
source level. A two-dimensional realization of this model
was explored for interacting disks at an area coverage
or density of φ = 0.549, well below the jamming den-
sity of φ = 0.9 expected for monodisperse disks [28]. At
these lower densities, distinct phases appear, including
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a liquid-like continuously fluctuating phase when the re-
source absorption and recovery rates are similar and a
frozen phase when the recovery rate is so high that the
resource gradient vanishes and the particles experience
no driving force. At low recovery rates, pulsating motion
arises that is similar to the patterns found in excitable
media [29]. The pulsating waves form when the resources
must build up over time, so that when the resource gradi-
ent becomes large enough, the particles move in a front.
This causes the resource levels to drop, and the particles
remain frozen again until the resources are sufficiently
replenished to generate the next wave. The effect of
adding passive particles, which interact only with other
particles but not with the substrate, was also considered.
For high resource recovery rates, the active particles can
push the passive particles together into a high density
crystalline passive phase surrounded by a lower density
fluid of active particles and a small number of passive
particles. This phase separation resembles the motility
induced phase separation observed in active matter sys-
tems [16–21], except it occurs for the passive particles.

In this work we study the high density limit of the re-
source landscape model introduced in Ref. [27], and con-
sider the jamming of active and passive particle mixtures
as well as systems containing only active particles. We
concentrate on three regimes. In the scarce regime, the
resource absorption rate is high and the recovery rate is
low; in the balanced regime, the absorption rate is about
four times higher than the recovery rate; and in the plen-
tiful regime, the recovery rate and absorption rates are
nearly equal. In the scarce regime, we find two types
of phase separated states including a partial clustering
regime and a river-like regime where the active particles
move in winding paths between islands of passive parti-
cles. At the highest densities, a mixed jammed state can
form. In the balanced regime, we find strong phase sepa-
ration when the active particles push the passive particles
into dense crystalline arrangements with cluster, stripe,
void and uniform morphologies similar to those found in
equilibrium phase separating systems [30–33]. The ac-
tive particles themselves can also form crystalline motil-
ity induced phase separated clusters where the activity
induces the self-clustering. At high densities, the clusters
undergo switching directed motion in which flow persists
in one direction for a period of time before switching to
a new direction, and at even higher densities, a flock-
ing state appears where clusters containing a mixture of
active and passive particles continuously move in a fixed
direction, similar to what is observed in the Vicsek model
[23, 24]. Within the balanced regime, flocking can only
occur in the presence of passive particles, which are nec-
essary to produce asymmetric resource gradients in the
substrate. In the plentiful regime, flocking is possible
even if all of the particles are active, and there is also a
phase where the active particles flock while the passive
particles form a stationary crystalline solid. We find that
the velocity of the directed motion is non-monotonic as
a function of recovery rate, starting at a low value for

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the interaction of an active
particle (orange disk) with the resource substrate (boxes).
The resource sites may have high (white) or low (black) lev-
els of resource Sg at any given time step. Each particle oc-
cludes 12 grid sites in a cross geometry, indicated by the boxes
containing arrows. To represent a resource gradient-induced
drive, an occluded grid site i exerts a force on the particle in
the direction of each arrow with a magnitude proportional to
Si
g. If the resource concentration is flat in any direction, the

particle will experience no net force in that direction. The ac-
tive particle depletes the resource in each of the 12 grid sites
at a rate rabs, while all of the grid sites recover resources at
a rate rrec up to a maximum level of Si

g = 1.

low recovery rates and increasing with increasing recov-
ery rate, but dropping back to a value close to zero at
higher recovery rates when the resource gradients become
very weak or are absent.

II. SIMULATION

We simulate a system containing an active substrate
of size Lx × Ly = 100 × 200 that is covered by a grid of
200×400 square cells of size lg× lg, where lg = 0.5. Each
grid cell i has a resource value Si

g that can change con-

tinuously between Si
g = 0 and Si

g = 1. An assembly of
N disk-like particles with radius R = 1.0 is placed on the
sample, which has periodic boundary conditions in the
x and y directions. Particles denoted as active couple
to the substrate and interact sterically with other parti-
cles, while passive particles do not couple to the substrate
and experience only steric particle-particle interactions.
During each time step, there is a recovery and absorption
stage and a movement stage, in that order.

In the recovery and absorption stage, each active par-
ticle interacts with the 12 cells closest to it on the un-
derlying grid, which form a 4× 4 cross-like pattern with
the corner cells missing, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
center of the particle is above one of the four central
grid cells in this pattern. The amount of resource Si

g
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at cell i is first subjected to recovery, and is then ab-
sorbed if the cell is occluded by an active particle. The
overall equation describing the resource level evolution
is Si

g(t + ∆t) = Si
g(t) + rrec − Oi

grabs where Si
g(t) is the

amount of resource in cell i at the beginning of the re-
covery stage, rrec is the resource recovery rate, rabs is the
resource absorption rate by the active particle, Oi

g = 1(0)
if the grid site is occluded (unoccupied), and a factor of
the simulation time step ∆t = 0.005 has been folded in to
the definitions of rrec and rabs. Due to the fact that the
value of Si

g is bounded within the range 0 ≤ Si
g ≤ 1, in

our actual implementation the recovery of the resource
cells is computed separately from the absorption, with
recovery calculated first followed by calculation of ab-
sorption. Recovery occurs regardless of whether the cell
is occluded by an active particle, and it is subject to the
constraint that the resource level of any cell cannot go
above Si

g = 1. Cells that are occluded by an active par-
ticle then experience an absorption step subject to the
constraint that the amount of resource Si

g at a cell is

not allowed to drop below Si
g = 0. Cells that are not

occluded by an active particle experience no absorption.
In the movement stage, particle-particle interaction

forces are computed and added to the driving force from
the grid on the active particles, giving an overdamped
equation of motion of

ηvi = Fg
i + Fpp

i (1)

for particle i, where vi = dri/dt is the velocity of the
particle and η = 1 is the damping constant. An occluded
cell k exerts a force fxk + fyk in both the x and y directions
on the center of the active particle that is proportional
to the resource level Sk

g (t) at that cell and independent
of the distance from the cell center to the particle center.
The sign of each force component is determined by the
position of the center of the cell relative to the particle
center, and is positive for cells whose centers are above
or to the right of the particle center, and negative for
cells whose centers are below or to the left of the par-
ticle center. The total driving force on the particle is
Fg =

∑12
k=1(fxk + fyk ). If the resource concentration gra-

dient is flat along one direction, the forces exerted by the
cells cancel in that direction. The theoretical maximum
value of Fg

i for a situation in which all of the cells on
one side of the particle center have a full resource level
of Sk

g = 1 and the remaining cells on the other side of

the particle center are entirely depleted with Sk
g = 0 is

|Fg
i | = 6. For passive particles, Fg

i = 0 regardless of the
amount of resource present in the grid sites. Particle-
particle interactions are given by a steric harmonic re-

pulsive force, Fpp =
∑Np

j=1 k(d − rij)Θ(d − rij)r̂ij . Here

rij = |ri − rj |, r̂ij = (ri − rj)/rij , the spring constant is
k = 20.0, Θ is the Heaviside step function, and d = 2R
where R is the particle radius. Integration of the equa-
tions of motion is performed with a velocity Verlet rou-
tine.

In this work we consider total particle densities φ =
NπR2/(LxLy) ranging from φ = 0.75 up to φ = 0.935.

For a monodisperse disk packing, the jamming density
where the system forms a triangular lattice is just above
φ = 0.91 [28]. Thus, for densities above φ = 0.91 we
pass from the hard disk limit to the foam limit. The sys-
tem contains Np passive particles and Na active particles,
where Np +Na = N . The passive particles interact ster-
ically with the active particles but have no interaction
with the resource substrate.

We focus on three different regimes, shown in Fig. 2(a).
In the scarce regime, with rabs = 0.0087 and rrec =
0.000175, the absorption rate is high and the recovery
rate is low. In the balanced regime, with rabs = 0.0036
and rrec = 0.000425), the absorption rate is about four
times higher than the recovery rate. In the plentiful
regime, with rabs = 0.0009 and rrec = 0.000825, the ab-
sorption and recovery rates are nearly equal. For each
regime, we examine in detail the behavior of the system
as a function of two parameters: the density of particles
and the fraction of active particles. We vary the overall
particle number from N = 4800 to 6000 giving a den-
sity range of 0.753 < φ < 0.942, which spans the range
from below jamming to above jamming. The fraction of
passive particles Np/N varies from 0% to 90%.

As part of our analysis, we use particle-particle con-
tacts to define clusters of particles that are touching one
another but are separated from other clusters or individ-
ual particles within the system. To compute the frac-
tion CL of particles in the largest cluster, we identify the
sizes Nc of all of the clusters in the system by counting
the number of particles in each cluster. We then use the
largest value of Nc to define CL = Nmax

c /N . Addition-
ally, we compute the time average of the absolute value

of the velocities of the active, 〈|Va|〉 = 〈N−1
a

∑Na

i |vi|〉,
and passive, 〈|Vp|〉 = 〈N−1

p

∑Np

i |vi|〉, particles.

III. RESULTS

A. Scarce Regime

We first focus on the scarce regime with rabs = 0.0087
and rrec = 0.000175, where rrec/rabs = 0.02 and the ab-
sorption rate is about 50 times higher than the recovery
rate. In Fig. 2(b) we plot a heat map of CL, the fraction
of particles that are in the largest cluster, as a function
of the fraction of passive particles Np/N versus the den-
sity φ. We find that strong clustering, indicated by a
large value of CL, occurs in the jammed regime at large
φ when the fraction of passive particles is greater than
Np/N = 0.5. Figure 2(c) shows a heat map of 〈|Va|〉,
the average absolute value of the active particle veloci-
ties, as a function of Np/N versus φ. When the fraction
of passive particles is large, 〈|Va|〉 is low, but there is a
local peak in 〈|Va|〉 near Np/N = 0.7. Below this peak,
〈|Va|〉 diminishes with decreasing Np/N . Additionally,
for φ > 0.89, there is a drop in 〈|Va|〉 associated with the
onset of jamming or crystallization. In Fig. 2(d) we plot
a heat map of 〈|Vp|〉, the average absolute value of the
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FIG. 2. (a) Illustration of the three regimes we consider as
a function of absorption rate rabs versus recovery rate rrec:
scarce with rabs = 0.0087 and rrec = 0.000175; balanced with
rabs = 0.0036 and rrec = 0.000425; and plentiful with rabs =
0.0009 and rrec = 0.000825. (b-d) Results as a function of
the fraction of passive particles Np/N versus total density φ
from a system in the scarce regime, marked by a red dot in
panel (a). (b) Heat map of CL, the fraction of particles in the
largest cluster. (c) Heat map of 〈|Va|〉, the average absolute
value of the active particle velocities. (d) Heat map of 〈|Vb|〉,
the average absolute value of the passive particle velocities.

passive particle velocities. The largest 〈|Vp|〉 appears in
a band around Np/N = 0.1 when there are enough ac-
tive particles to push the passive particles around, but as
Np/N increases, the fraction of active particles that can
perform the pushing decreases and 〈|Vp|〉 drops. There is
also a drop in 〈|Vp|〉 at the highest values of φ where a
jammed state forms consisting of a mixture of active and
passive particles in a crystalline solid.

From the quantities in Fig. 2 as well as images of the
system, we construct a dynamic phase diagram for the
scarce regime consisting of six phases, shown in Fig. 3 as
a function of Np/N versus φ. In phase I, there is par-
tial clustering of the passive particles but the velocities
of both passive and active particles are low. Phase Ia,
which appears only when Np/N > 0.75 and φ > 0.9,
is a high density immobile jammed state in which the
active and passive particles are intermixed into a trian-
gular solid and the active particles are trapped by the
surrounding passive particles. In phase IIa, the passive
particles form a series of high density solid islands that
exhibit almost no motion. Riverlike structures of active
particles move between these islands through confined
winding channels that slowly change over time. The
channels are wide enough to permit the active particles
to form a low density liquid with higher velocities 〈|Va|〉,
as shown in Fig. 2(c). In phase IIIa, there is weak clus-
tering of the passive particles, and the slowly moving ac-
tive particles induce some motion of the passive particles.
Within phase IV, the passive and active particles move
together in a particular direction for a period of time
before switching to a new collective direction of motion,
forming what we call a random flocking phase in which
the motion is coherent over short times but not over long

FIG. 3. Dynamic phase diagram as a function of Np/N ver-
sus φ for the scarce regime with rabs = 0.0087 and rrec =
0.000175. The phases are: I (large passive clusters, red be-
low dashed line), Ia (mixed jammed state, red above dashed
line), IIa (rivers, green), IIIa (fluctuating, blue), IV (random
flocking, gray), and V (no passive particles, white). Upper
case labels indicate points at which the images in Fig. 4 were
obtained, while lower case labels indicate points at which the
images in Fig. 5 were obtained.

times. At Np/N = 0, when only active particles are
present, we find phase V, which at lower densities is a
liquid and for φ > 0.9 is a crystalline solid that moves in
a changing direction over time.

In Fig. 4 we show images from the simulations for the
points marked A, B, C, and D in the phase diagram of
Fig. 3. The left half of each panel shows the state of the
resource substrate on a gray scale where darker color in-
dicates greater depletion of the resource site, while the
right half of each panel indicates the positions of the pas-
sive and active particles. The active particles are col-
ored according to their velocity, where we use a cutoff
velocity threshold of |vi| < 1 × 10−4 to indicate that
an active particle is not moving or moving only very
slowly. Figure 4(A) illustrates phase I at Np/N = 0.9
and φ = 0.809, where the velocities of both species are
low. Here, the uniform background of passive particles
is modulated into local clusters of passive particles with
triangular ordering, and the small number of individual
active particles move slowly in the regions between these
clusters. As φ increases, the clusters of passive particles
percolate, causing the cluster size CL found in Fig. 2(b)
to increase. This is correlated with the appearance of
phase Ia, illustrated in Fig. 4(B) at Np/N = 0.7 and
φ = 0.927. Phase Ia is a triangular jammed solid com-
posed of a mixture of active and passive particles, where
the triangular lattice contains a number of grain bound-
aries. The active particles experience gradient-induced
forces from the substrate and try to move toward other
sites, but because the system is so dense, this motion
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FIG. 4. Simulation images from the scarce regime with
rabs = 0.0087 and rrec = 0.000175. The left half of each panel
shows a gray scale map of the amount of resource present in
the grid sites, with white indicating Si

g = 1 or maximized and

black indicating Si
g = 0 or fully depleted. The right half of

each panel shows the positions of the passive particles (red),
stationary or very slowly moving active particles (orange),
and active particles that are moving faster than a threshold
velocity (blue). Images correspond to the points marked A,
B, C, and D in the phase diagram of Fig. 3. (A) Image from
point A in phase I with Np/N = 0.9 and φ = 0.809. (B) Image
from point B in phase Ia or the jammed state with Np/N =
0.927 and φ = 0.7. (C) Image from point C in phase IIa at
Np/N = 0.7 and φ = 0.801, showing riverlike ordering and
flow. (D) Image from point D in phase IVa at Np/N = 0.37
and φ = 0.927, where a coherently moving triangular lattice
switches between different directions of motion.

is limited to the production of local compression of the
lattice, which allows some lattice vacancies to form.

In Fig. 4(C) we show phase IIa at Np/N = 0.7 and
φ = 0.801, where the active particle velocity reaches a
maximum but the passive particle velocity is zero, as in-
dicated in Fig. 2(c,d). Here the system forms a river-
like state where the active particles partially segregate
into low density regions of river-like paths. Along these
paths, the higher concentration of active particles de-
pletes the resource grid. The passive particles are pushed
together into dense islands with local triangular ordering,
but there are still some active particles trapped within
these dense regions. Since the passive particles form iso-
lated island-like structures that do not percolate, CL does
not become large in this regime. Figure 4(D) illustrates
phase IV at Np/N = 0.37 and φ = 0.927, where we find
a uniform triangular lattice in which both species are
mixed. Here there are enough active particles present to
cause patches of the lattice to move together in a fixed

FIG. 5. Simulation images from the scarce regime with
rabs = 0.0087 and rrec = 0.000175. The left half of each panel
shows a gray scale map of the amount of resource present in
the grid sites, with white indicating Si

g = 1 or maximized and

black indicating Si
g = 0 or fully depleted. The right half of

each panel shows the positions of the passive particles (red),
stationary or very slowly moving active particles (orange),
and active particles that are moving faster than a threshold
velocity (blue). Images correspond to the points marked a, b,
c, and d in the phase diagram of Fig. 3. (a) Image from point
a in phase IIIa at Np/N = 0.5 and φ = 0.895. (b) Image
from point b in phase IIIa at Np/N = 0.2 and φ = 0.801. (c)
Image from point c in phase IIIa at Np/N = 0.2 and φ = 0.88
showing increased triangular ordering. (d) Image from point
d in phase Va at Np/N = 0.0 and φ = 0.91, where the system
forms a triangular lattice of active particles.

direction for a period of time, after which the direction
of motion changes or a new patch begins to move. Since
the system is so dense, the passive particles are trapped
in the triangular lattice of the active particles and must
move with them, producing the finite velocities of both
passive and active particles found in Fig. 2(c,d).

In Fig. 5(a) we show the resource depletion and the
active and passive particle positions for phase IIIa at
Np/N = 0.5 and φ = 0.895, where there is a small
amount of clustering of the active particles leading to
localized regions of motion. Since the system is so dense,
the motion takes the form of vacancy hopping via the
interchange of particles. Phase IIIa is similar to the fluc-
tuating liquid phase found at lower densities in previ-
ous work [27], but in this case there is no directed mo-
tion. Figure 5(b) shows phase IIIa at Np/N = 0.2 and
φ = 0.801, where there is a stronger tendency for the pas-
sive particles to phase separate from the active particles
to form local clusters. There is, however, no large scale
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FIG. 6. Time series of |Va| (orange) and |Vp| (red) in the
scarce regime with rabs = 0.0087 and rrec = 0.000175 at la-
beled points from the phase diagram of Fig. 3. (a) Phase
I at point A with Np/N = 0.9 and φ = 0.809, illustrated
in Fig. 4(A), showing no motion for either type of parti-
cle. (b) Phase IIa or the river-like flow phase at point C
with Np/N = 0.7 and φ = 0.801, illustrated in Fig. 4(C),
where the active particles have a high velocity and the pas-
sive particles have a low velocity. (c) Phase IV at point D
with Np/N = 0.37 and φ = 0.927, illustrated in Fig. 4(D),
showing a higher level of motion for both the active and the
passive particles.

clustering of passive particles of the type found in phases
I and IIa. In Fig. 5(c), phase IIIa at Np/N = 0.2 and
φ = 0.88 has large sections of triangular ordering and the
resources are more uniformly depleted. At Np/N = 0.0
and φ = 0.91 in phase V, shown in Fig. 5(d), the sys-
tem is almost completely triangular. For lower densities,
phase V becomes more fluid-like.

In Fig. 6(a) we show the time series of the absolute
value of the active and passive particle velocities, |Va|
and |Vp|, for the scarce regime with rabs = 0.0087 and
rrec = 0.000175 in phase I from point A in the phase
diagram of Fig. 3 at Np/N = 0.9 and φ = 0.809. Here,
the velocity of both types of particle is near zero. For
the phase IIa river-like flow from point C in Fig. 3 at
Np/N = 0.7 and φ = 0.801, Fig. 6(b) shows that the
active particles have a finite velocity while the velocity of
the passive particles is near zero. The plot also indicates
that there is a transient time during which the active
particles organize the passive particles into islands, after
which the system reaches a steady state. The fluctuations
in |Vp| in Fig. 6(b) are the result of collisions of active
particles with the edges of the passive particle islands.
In Fig. 6(c), the time series of |Va| and |Vp| for phase IV
from point D in Fig. 3 at Np/N = 0.37 and φ = 0.927
show that both the active and the passive particles have
finite velocities, but the active particles move about 2.5
times more rapidly than the passive particles on average.

FIG. 7. (a) Diagram of the location of the scarce (rabs =
0.0087, rrec = 0.000175), balanced (rabs = 0.0036, rrec =
0.000425), and plentiful (rabs = 0.0009, rrec = 0.000825)
regimes. (b-d) Results as a function of the fraction of pas-
sive particles Np/N versus total density φ from a system in
the balanced regime, marked by a red dot in panel (a), where
the ratio of absorption to recovery rates is rabs/rrec = 4.36.
(b) Heat map of CL, the fraction of particles in the largest
cluster. (c) Heat map of 〈|Va|〉, the average absolute value
of the active particle velocities. (d) Heat map of 〈|Vb|〉, the
average absolute value of the passive particle velocities.

B. Balanced Regime

We next consider the balanced regime with rabs =
0.0036 and rrec = 0.000825, illustrated in Fig. 7(a), where
the ratio of absorption rate to recovery rate is around
4.36. As a function of Np/N versus φ, we plot heat maps
of the largest cluster size CL in Fig. 7(b), the average
absolute active particle velocities 〈|Va|〉 in Fig. 7(c), and
the average absolute passive particle velocities 〈|Vp|〉 in
Fig. 7(d). There is an extended window in which the ve-
locity of both the active and the passive particles is high.
For 0.754 < φ < 0.87 and Np/N > 0.4, the active par-
ticle velocity remains high and does not drop even when
Np/N > 0.8, since in the fully phase separated system
the active particles can move more rapidly.

Using the features in Fig. 7 along with the velocity
time series and images of the particle configurations, in
Fig. 8 we construct a dynamic phase diagram as a func-
tion of Np/N versus φ highlighting the different phases.
In general, the balanced regime exhibits extended regions
of strong phase separation in which the active particles
can move rapidly and shepherd the passive particles into
a cluster; alternatively, the active particles themselves
may undergo motility induced phase separation.

For the balanced regime, the phase separation becomes
much more pronounced in phase I, and the passive parti-
cles assemble into dense clusters with triangular ordering.
This is illustrated in Fig. 9(A) for phase Ib at Np/N = 0.8
and φ = 0.801, where the active particles herd the pas-
sive particles into crystalline stripes. In this case, the
dense regions have a local density just over φloc = 0.91,
while in the surrounding active particle regions, the local
density is well below φloc = 0.801. There is no directed
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FIG. 8. Dynamic phase diagram as a function of Np/N
versus φ for the balanced regime with rabs = 0.0036 and
rrec = 0.000425. The phases are: I (phase separated cluster,
red center), Ia (mixed jammed state, red right), Ib (stripe-
like phase separation, red right), IIb (large rivers, green), IIIb
(active particle clustering, blue), IV (directed motion, gray),
and V (no passive particles, white).

motion of the active particles, and a small number of ac-
tive particles become trapped within the passive stripes.
From the heat map of 〈|Va|〉 in Fig. 7(c), we find that
the absolute value of the active particle velocities is ac-
tually higher for large Np/N than for Np/N = 0 where
no passive particles are present. This seems counterintu-
itive since it could be thought that passive particles can
only slow down the active particles; however, when the
passive particles phase separate into the stripes, regions
of no depletion appear underneath the stripes. As a re-
sult, a large resource gradient forms at the edge of the
stripes that causes active particles along the stripe edges
to move at high velocities. This can partially deform the
surface of the passive stripe, and indicates that clusters
or stripes of passive particles can increase the active mo-
tion in the system by facilitating the creation of large
resource gradients. Figure 9(B) shows that in phase I at
Np/N = 0.8 and φ = 0.848, due to the higher density
the passive particles can form a single large connected
cluster. For even higher densities we find phase Ia, as
illustrated in Fig. 9(C) for Np/N = 0.9 and φ = 0.927.
This is a uniform jammed state in which some active par-
ticles are mixed in with the passive particles. Since the
strong phase separation is lost, the active particles do
not experience an acceleration effect and both 〈|Va|〉 and
〈|Vb|〉 are low.

Phase IIa from the sparse regime is replaced in the
balanced regime by phase IIb, which is still a river-like
phase but with much larger rivers that form large scale
phase separated structures, as shown in Fig. 9(D) at
Np/N = 0.7 and φ = 0.817. We note that the phase sep-
arated states we observe in phases I, Ia, Ic, and IIb have

FIG. 9. Simulation images from the balanced regime with
rabs = 0.0036 and rrec = 0.000425. The left half of each panel
shows a gray scale map of the amount of resource present in
the grid sites, with white indicating Si

g = 1 or maximized and

black indicating Si
g = 0 or fully depleted. The right half of

each panel shows the positions of the passive particles (red),
stationary or very slowly moving active particles (orange),
and active particles that are moving faster than a threshold
velocity (blue). Images correspond to the points marked A,
B, C, and D in the phase diagram of Fig. 8. (A) Image from
point A in the low density phase Ib at Np/N = 0.8 and φ =
0.801. (B) Image from point B in phase I at Np/N = 0.8 and
φ = 0.848 showing a phase separated void state. (C) Image
from point C in phase Ia for Np/N = 0.9 and φ = 0.927
showing a jammed state with triangular ordering. (D) Image
from point D in phase IIb at Np/N = 0.7 and φ = 0.817.

structures similar to those of phase separated states that
form in equilibrium pattern forming systems with com-
peting attractive and repulsive interactions. Such sys-
tems exhibit bubble crystals, stripes, void crystals, and
uniform states as a function of increasing density [27, 30–
33]. The formation of stripes or bubbles depends on the
density. In general, our system forms stripes or isolated
bubbles at lower passive particle densities, void-like crys-
tals at intermediate densities, and a uniform solid at high
densities. The clustering of the passive particles due to
the motion of active particles over a resource substrate
was also observed in Ref. [27] for much lower densities,
where only isolated islands formed.

Phase IIIb in Fig. 8 is also phase separated, but here
the active particles form clusters while the passive parti-
cles remain in a disordered lower density liquid state, as
shown in Fig. 10(a) at Np/N = 0.3 and φ = 0.817 and
in Fig. 10(c) at Np/N = 0.2 and φ = 0.895. This state is
similar to the motility induced phase separation found in
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FIG. 10. Simulation images from the balanced regime with
rabs = 0.0036 and rrec = 0.000425. The left half of each panel
shows a gray scale map of the amount of resource present in
the grid sites, with white indicating Si

g = 1 or maximized and

black indicating Si
g = 0 or fully depleted. The right half of

each panel shows the positions of the passive particles (red),
stationary or very slowly moving active particles (orange),
and active particles that are moving faster than a threshold
velocity (blue). Images correspond to the points marked a,
b, c, and d in the phase diagram of Fig. 8. (a) Image from
point a in the active clustering phase IIIb at Np/N = 0.3 and
φ = 0.817. (b) Image from point b in phase IV at Np/N =
0.5 and φ = 0.856. (c) Image from point c in phase IIIb at
Np/N = 0.2 and φ = 0.895. (d) Image from point d in phase
V at Np/N = 0 and φ = 0.88.

other active matter systems [16–21], and indicates that
the motion of the active particles is now large enough to
permit the active particles to form self-clustering states.
In our system, phase IIIb emerges when the ratio of active
to passive particles is below Np/N = 0.5 and when the
recovery rate is high enough for the active particles to re-
main moving continuously. In Fig. 10(a) at Np/N = 0.3
and φ = 0.817, an active particle cluster with triangular
ordering appears in the upper half the panel. Underneath
this cluster, the resources are more strongly depleted, as
indicated by the resource gray scale panel. In Fig. 10(c)
at N/Np = 0.2 and φ = 0.895, the active cluster is much
larger and the region under the active cluster shows very
strong resource depletion. The size of the active cluster
grows with decreasing Np/N and increasing φ.

In phase IIIb we find partial directed motion or flock-
ing where clusters of active particles move collectively
in a particular direction either for a period of time or,
at higher densities, permanently. To illustrate this, in
Fig. 11(a) we plot time series of the active particle veloc-

FIG. 11. Time series of the active particle velocities in
the x, V x

a (blue), and y, V y
a (red), directions and of the pas-

sive particle velocities in the x, V x
p (green), and y, V y

p (ma-
roon), directions in the balanced regime with rabs = 0.0036
and rrec = 0.000425 at labeled points from the phase dia-
gram of Fig. 8. (a) V x

a and V y
a for phase IIIb at point a with

Np/N = 0.3 and φ = 0.817, illustrated in Fig. 10(a), where
there is switching directed motion. (b) The corresponding V x

p

and V y
p also show switching directed motion, indicating that

the active particles have entrained the passive particles. (c)
V x
a and V y

a in phase IIIb from point c with Np/N = 0.2 and
φ = 0.895, illustrated in Fig. 10(c). (d) The corresponding
V x
p and V y

p . Here, the system settles into a state with directed
motion of both particle species in the negative x direction.

ities in the x and y directions, V x
a = N−1

a

∑Na

i vi · x̂ and

V y
a = N−1

a

∑Na

i vi · ŷ, respectively, for phase IIIb from
Fig. 8 at Np/N = 0.3 and φ = 0.817. There are win-
dows of time during which the active particles move in
a particular direction as a coherent flock before the mo-
tion switches into a new direction. In this case, particles
in the less dense regions move faster than the particles
in the dense regions. The dense region resembles what
is found in traditional motility induced phase separation
since the particles within this region are moving in dif-
ferent directions and collide with one another, leading
to a reduced velocity. In the less dense region, the pas-
sive particles are entrained by the active particles and
have nearly the same velocity as the active particles, as

shown in Fig. 11(b) where we plot V x
p = N−1

p

∑Np

i vi · x̂
and V y

p = N−1
p

∑Np

i vi · ŷ for the passive particles. At
higher densities, there is a change in phase IIIb from di-
rected motion in different directions to a flocking state
in which all of the particles flow permanently in a fixed
direction, as shown by the time series of V x

a and V y
a in
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FIG. 12. (a) Time series of V x
a (blue) and V y

a (red) for the
active particles in the balanced regime with rabs = 0.0036
and rrec = 0.000425 in phase IV from point b of the phase
diagram in Fig. 8 with Np/N = 0.5 and φ = 0.856, illustrated
in Fig. 10(b), showing switching directed motion. (b) The
corresponding time series of V x

p (blue) and V y
p (maroon) for

the passive particles.

Fig. 11(c) and of V x
p and V y

p in Fig. 11(c) for a sample
with Np/N = 0.2 and φ = 0.895. Here, both the passive
and active particles move in the negative x direction after
a short transient time.

Figure 10(b) illustrates phase IV at N/Np = 0.5 and
φ = 0.856, where the active and passive particles form
a mixed cluster that depletes the resources in a more
uniform manner, as indicated by the resource gray scale
panel. This is a directed flocking phase in which all of the
particles move in the same direction, as shown in the time
series plots of V x

a , V y
a , V x

p , and V y
p in Fig. 12(a,b). Here

the system settles into a state with all particles moving
in the positive x direction. Additionally, the velocities of
the active and passive particles are almost the same, and
the system moves as a rigid body. Figure 10(d) shows an
image of phase V at Np/N = 0 and φ = 0.88, where there
are only active particles and a mostly triangular lattice
forms. In this case, there is some initial directed flocking
motion, but the system settles into a fluctuating state
that does not exhibit directed motion. In general, it is
necessary to introduce a finite fraction of passive parti-
cles in order to create sufficiently large resource gradients
to induce directed motion flocking states. Resources can
build up underneath the passive particles, and can then
be consumed by active particles that displace the passive
particles. Once the flocking motion initiates, it becomes
self sustained since the moving passive particles provide
fresh patches of undepleted resources that attract the
active particles through the resource gradient. In turn,
the active particles push the passive particles onto new
sites which become the next set of resource rich locations.
When the density is high enough, this directed motion
can become locked to a single direction. At lower den-
sities, local density fluctuations can break up the flock,
which then reorganizes and moves in a new direction for
a period of time before breaking up again. When only

FIG. 13. (a) Diagram of the location of the scarce (rabs =
0.0087, rrec = 0.000175), balanced (rabs = 0.0036, rrec =
0.000425), and plentiful (rabs = 0.0009, rrec = 0.000825)
regimes. (b-d) Results as a function of the fraction of pas-
sive particles Np/N versus total density φ from a system in
the plentiful regime, marked by a red dot in panel (a), where
the ratio of absorption to recovery rates is 1.09. (b) Heat map
of CL, the fraction of particles in the largest cluster. (c) Heat
map of 〈|Va|〉, the average absolute value of the active particle
velocities. (d) Heat map of 〈|Vp|〉, the average absolute value
of the passive particle velocities.

active particles are present with no passive particles, the
substrate depletion at this resource recovery rate is much
more uniform and flocking motion does not occur.

In the balanced regime, within the intermittent flock-
ing state at higher densities and lower passive particle
fractions, we often find that the passive particles have a
higher velocity than the active particles. This is because
the clusters into which the active particles self-assemble
often have zero net velocity. As an example, consider a
system containing 100 particles, of which 70 are active
and 30 are passive. If 40 of the active particles form
a cluster with zero net velocity while the remaining 30
active particles are pushing around the passive particles,
and if the pushed and pushing particles all have the same
velocity v, then the average velocity of the active parti-
cles is Va = (40 · 0 + 30 · v)/70 ≈ 0.43v, while the average
velocity of the passive particles is Vp = (30 · v)/30 = v.
Thus on average Vp > Va. When the passive particle
fraction is increased, the situation is reversed and the
active particles have a higher average velocity than the
passive particles. In our system there is generally some
mixing, so that even in the regime of large Np/N , some
of the active particles are moving. As a result, we find
that Vp never becomes more than 10% higher than Va. In
the scarce regime considered earlier, the active particles
are not mobile enough to produce self-induced clusters,
so we always find Va ≥ Vp.
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FIG. 14. Dynamic phase diagram as a function of Np/N
versus φ for the plentiful regime with rabs = 0.0009 and
rrec = 0.000825. The phases are: I (phase separated cluster,
red left), Ia (mixed jammed state, red right), IIIc (flocking ac-
tive cluster and passive solid, blue top), IIId (flocking active
cluster and fluid passive mixture, blue bottom), IIc (clustering
with no directed motion, green), IV (directed motion, gray),
and Va (no passive particles and directed motion, white).

IV. PLENTIFUL REGIME

In Fig. 13(b,c,d) we plot heat maps of CL, 〈|Va|〉, and
〈|Vp|〉 as a function of Np/N versus φ in the plentiful
regime with rabs = 0.0009 and rrec = 0.000825, indicated
by the red dot in Fig. 13(a). When the recovery rate is
nearly equal to the absorption rate, we find larger win-
dows in which flocking in a fixed direction occurs. Fig-
ure 13(c) indicates that the average active particle veloc-
ity remains finite even when Np/N = 0. In particular,
the system with no passive particles now shows flocking
behavior, so we name this state phase Va. Phase IV still
represents directed motion in which the system acts like
a rigid solid moving in a single direction.

In Fig. 14 we show the dynamic phase diagram for the
plentiful regime as a function of Np/N versus φ. Phase
I is the same phase separated cluster regime already de-
scribed in which the active particles cause the passive
particles to form dense clusters, while phase Ia is the
same higher density mixed jammed state also found in
the balanced regime. Phase IIIc is similar to phase IIIb
in that the active particles form clusters, but now the ac-
tive clusters show a flocking behavior with motion that
is locked to a single direction, while the passive particles
form a phase separated solid that has a lower velocity.
In phase IIId, flocking active clusters still appear but the
rest of the system is filled with a liquid mixture of passive
and active particles. Phase IIc contains clusters of par-
ticles that undergo no directed motion. In Phase IV, we
find the same mixed solid phase with directed motion as
in the scarce and balanced regimes, and phase Va con-

FIG. 15. Simulation images from the plentiful regime with
rabs = 0.0009 and rrec = 0.000825. The left half of each panel
shows a gray scale map of the amount of resource present in
the grid sites, with white indicating Si

g = 1 or maximized and

black indicating Si
g = 0 or fully depleted. The right half of

each panel shows the positions of the passive particles (red),
stationary or very slowly moving active particles (orange),
and active particles that are moving faster than a threshold
velocity (blue). Images correspond to the points marked A,
B, C, and D in the phase diagram of Fig. 14. (A) Image from
point A in phase I at Np/N = 0.9 and φ = 0.785, showing
a strongly phase separated state. (B) Image from point B in
phase IV at Np/N = 0.3 and φ = 0.935, where the system
is in a flocking state. (C) Image from point C in phase Ia at
Np/N = 0.8 and φ = 0.935. (d) Image from point D in phase
IIc at Np/N = 0.8 and φ = 0.801, where the system forms a
liquid state.

tains only active particles that are undergoing flocking
motion.

An illustration of phase I at Np/N = 0.9 and φ = 0.785
appears in Fig. 15(A). The active particles are confined
to lower density areas of the sample and form a fluctuat-
ing fluid containing a mixture of some passive particles.
Even though the number of active particles is small, the
resource is so plentiful that the active particles are very
mobile and are able to push the passive particles into a
single cluster. The shepherding of passive particles by ac-
tive particles was previously studied in a heterogeneous
system, where it was shown that when the activity of the
active particles is sufficiently high, there can be an almost
complete phase separation of the active and passive par-
ticles [34]. Other theoretical [35] and experimental stud-
ies [36, 37] have shown how active matter particles can
assist the crystallization of passive particles. In these
studies, the rapidly moving active particles did not be-
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FIG. 16. Time series of the active particle velocities V x
a

(blue) and V y
a (red) and the passive particle velocities V x

p

(green) and V y
p (maroon) in the plentiful regime with rabs =

0.0009 and rrec = 0.000825 at labeled points from the phase
diagram of Fig. 14. (a) V x

a and V y
a in phase I at point A

with Np/N = 0.9 and φ = 0.785, illustrated in Fig. 15(A).
(b) The corresponding V x

p and V y
p . In this case there is no

directed motion. (c) V x
a and V y

a in phase IV from point B
with Np/N = 0.3 and φ = 0.935, illustrated in Fig. 15(B). (d)
The corresponding V x

p and V y
p . Here there is directed motion

with both species moving in the same direction.

come trapped inside the passive clusters, unlike what we
observe in the scarce and balanced regimes. In phase Ia,
shown in Fig. 15(C) at Np/N = 0.8 and φ = 0.935, the
active and passive particles are mixed and form a uni-
form jammed triangular solid where there is little mo-
tion. Figure 15(B) illustrates phase IV at Np/N = 0.3
and φ = 0.935. A uniform solid appears and moves in
a flocking fashion along the x direction. Phase IIc at
Np/N = 0.8 and φ = 0.801, shown in Fig. 15(D), has
some localized clustering of passive particles, but the ac-
tive particles are moving rapidly enough to break up the
passive clusters and there is no coordinated directed mo-
tion. There is, however, directed motion of the clusters
over short times, with each cluster moving in a particu-
lar direction for a brief period of time before rearranging
and moving in a new direction for another brief period
of time.

In Fig. 16(a,b) we plot time series of the velocities V x
a ,

V y
a and V x

p , V y
p for the active and passive particles, re-

spectively, for phase I from Fig. 15(A). The velocities are
fluctuating around zero, and although the active parti-
cles show much stronger velocity fluctuations than the
passive particles, no flocking motion occurs. In phase IV
from Fig. 15(B), the time series plots of V x

a , V y
a , V x

p , and

FIG. 17. (a) Time series V x
a (blue) and V y

a (red) for the
active particles in the plentiful regime with rabs = 0.0009
and rrec = 0.000825 for phase IIc at point D in the phase
diagram of Fig. 14 withNp/N = 0.8 and φ = 0.801, illustrated
in Fig. 15(D), showing switching directed motion. (b) The
corresponding time series V x

p (blue) and V y
p (maroon) for the

passive particles showing that they are being fully entrained
by the active particles.

V y
p in Fig. 16(c,d) indicate that both species are moving

as a solid at the same velocity. In this case, the particles
are moving in the negative x and negative y directions,
giving flow along an angle of −105◦ from the x direc-
tion. In general, the flocks can organize to move in any
direction, similar to the Vicsek flocking models [23, 24].

Figure 17(a,b) shows time series of V x
a , V y

a , V x
p , and V y

p

in phase IIc from Fig. 15(D). Here there is intermittent
flocking of mixtures of both passive and active particles,
where the direction of motion of the flocks makes abrupt
changes from time to time.

In phase IIIc, there is a phase separation into passive
and active crystalline states where the active particles
exhibit directed motion and the passive particles form
an ordered crystal state at higher densities, as shown
in Fig. 18(a) for Np/N = 0.5 and φ = 0.895. Phase
IIId is an active crystal state containing liquid like pas-
sive particles, illustrated in Fig. 18(b) for Np/N = 0.2
and φ = 0.825. The velocity difference between the two
species is higher in phase IIIc than in phase IIId since
the passive solid can decouple from the active solid more
effectively than the passive liquid can.

In Fig. 19(a,b) we plot time series of the active and pas-
sive velocities V x

a , V y
a , V x

p , and V y
p for phase IIIc from

Fig. 18(a). Over time the system organizes to a state
where the active particles are moving with a large ve-
locity in the x direction while the passive particles are
barely moving and have only a small velocity along the
x direction due to the entrainment of some of the pas-
sive particles by the active particles. Fig. 19(c,d) shows
similar velocity time series for phase IIIb from Fig. 18(b).
Here V y

a is finite and V x
a is close to zero since the active

particles have organized into motion along the positive
y-direction. The passive particles are also moving on
average in the positive y direction but have a lower ve-
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FIG. 18. Simulation images from the plentiful regime with
rabs = 0.0009 and rrec = 0.000825. The left half of each panel
shows a gray scale map of the amount of resource present in
the grid sites, with white indicating Si

g = 1 or maximized and

black indicating Si
g = 0 or fully depleted. The right half of

each panel shows the positions of the passive particles (red),
stationary or very slowly moving active particles (orange),
and active particles that are moving faster than a threshold
velocity (blue). Images correspond to the points marked a, b,
c, and d in the phase diagram of Fig. 15. (a) Image from point
a in phase IIIc at Np/N = 0.5 and φ = 0.895. (b) Image from
point b in phase IIId at Np/N = 0.2 and φ = 0.825. (c) Image
from point c in phase Va at Np/N = 0 and φ = 0.812. (d)
Image from point d in phase Va at Np/N = 0 and φ = 0.927.

locity than the active particles, since some of the passive
particles are intermixed with the active cluster and are
dragged along by it.

An illustration of phase Va atNp/N = 0 and φ = 0.812
appears in Fig. 18(c). There is a large active cluster with
triangular ordering surrounded by a lower density fluid,
and the system exhibits directed motion as indicated by
the time series plots of V x

a and V y
a in Fig. 20(a). Fig-

ure 18(d) shows phase Va for N/Np = 0 at a higher
density of φ = 0.927, where a mostly crystalline jammed
solid moves at an angle to the y direction. The gradient
in the resource substrate is clearly visible in the gray scale
panel of Fig. 18(d). The active particle velocities V x

a and
V y
a for the system in Fig. 18(d) with φ = 0.927 appear in

Fig. 20(b), where it is clear that the particles are moving
at an angle to both the x and y directions. The flock-
ing phases generally appear only above a critical particle
density and a critical resource recovery rate. At high
densities, the system generally can reach flocking config-
uration rather rapidly, but as the density is reduced, the
period of fluctuating motion that precedes the emergence

FIG. 19. Time series V x
a (blue) and V y

a (red) for the active
particles and V x

p (green) and V y
p (maroon) for the passive

particles in the plentiful regime with rabs = 0.0009 and rrec =
0.000825 at labeled points from the phase diagram of Fig. 14.
(a) V x

a and V y
a in phase IIIc at point a with Np/N = 0.5 and

φ = 0.895, illustrated in Fig. 18(a). (b) The corresponding
V x
p and V y

p . In this phase, the active particles are flocking
but the passive particles show almost no directed motion. (c)
V x
a and V y

a in phase IIId from point b at Np/N = 0.2 and
φ = 0.825, illustrated in Fig. 18(b). (d) The corresponding
V x
p and V y

p for the passive particles. In this phase, the active
particles are flocking and the passive particles show limited
directed motion.

FIG. 20. Time series V x
a (blue) and V y

a (red) for the active
particles in the plentiful regime with rabs = 0.0009 and rrec =
0.000825 in phase Va from the labeled points in the phase
diagram of Fig. 14 for Np/N = 0, where passive particles are
absent. (a) Point c with φ = 0.812, illustrated in Fig. 18(c),
showing flocking. (b) Point d with φ = 0.927, illustrated in
Fig. 18(d), also showing flocking.
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FIG. 21. (a) Average absolute value 〈|Va|〉 (orange) of the
active particles and 〈|Vp|〉 (red) of the passive particles vs rrec
for a sample with φ = 0.935, rabs = 0.0009, and Np/N = 0.8.
The dashed line corresponds to the value of rrec at point C
of the phase diagram in Fig. 14, where the system is phase
Ia. There is a transition from phase Ia to phase IIIc at rrec =
0.0008. (b) 〈|Va|〉 vs rrec for a sample with rabs = 0.0009, φ =
0.817 and Np/N = 0.0, where only active particles are present
and flocking behavior appears. The dashed line corresponds
to point c from the phase diagram in Fig. 14, where the system
is in phase Va. The cusp just below rrec = 0.0008 falls at the
transition from flocking in changing directions for lower rrec
to flocking in a fixed direction for higher rrec.

of a flocking state becomes longer and longer.

We can also examine the evolution of the flocking phase
by fixing the density and varying the recovery rate. In
Fig. 21(a) we plot the average absolute value 〈|Va|〉 and
〈|Vp|〉 of the active and passive particles versus rrec for a
system with φ = 0.935, rabs = 0.0009, and Np/N = 0.8.
The dashed line corresponds to point C in the phase di-
agram of Fig. 14, where the system is in the jammed low
velocity mixed solid phase Ia, which is stable over the
range 0.0008 < rrec < 0.0009. For rrec > 0.0009, the
velocity of both passive and active particles drops nearly
to zero since the resources recover rapidly enough that
the active particles can continuously consume resources
from the grid sites without building up a resource gra-
dient. For 0.00015 < rrec < 0.0008, the active particles
form a flocking solid that is phase separated from the pas-
sive particles, so the behavior is similar to that found in
phase IIIc. When rrec < 0.00015, resource depletion be-
comes an issue and the motion becomes pulse-like. Here
the flocking is lost and the behavior resembles that of
phase IIc. Overall, the flocking produces a nonmonotonic
〈|Va|〉, indicating that there is an optical recovery rate at
which the largest flocking velocities occur. This is due to
a competition between excessive resource depletion for
smaller rrec and disappearance of the resource gradient
for larger rrec. Across the IIIc to Ia transition, the ve-
locity of the active particles drops but that of the pas-
sive particles increases as the motion of the two species
becomes locked together. It is beyond the scope of this
work to determine whether the change from phase IIIc to

phase Ia is a true phase transition; however, this would
be an interesting future direction to explore.

In Fig. 21(b) we plot 〈|Va|〉 versus rrec for a system with
rabs = 0.0009, φ = 0.817, and Np/N = 0.0, where only
active particles are present. The dashed line corresponds
to point c in the phase diagram of Fig. 14 where, as shown
in Fig. 18(c), the system forms a crystalline solid coex-
isting with a lower density fluid. A flocking solid appears
for 0.00075 < rrec < 0.0009. For rrec > 0.0009, mo-
tion ceases when the resource recovery becomes so rapid
that resource gradients never form. For rrec < 0.00075,
the flocking is no longer directed but becomes intermit-
tent, and the flocking direction changes repeatedly with
relatively brief time periods spent flocking in any one
direction. As the recovery rate decreases further, the
switching between flocking directions becomes more fre-
quent and the system eventually enters the pulse like flow
regime studied previously [27]. Earlier work on flocking
models also showed that there can be an optimal amount
of disorder that produces the greatest amount of collec-
tive motion [38].

We also more closely explored the transition from flock-
ing in repeatedly changing directions to flocking in a sin-
gle direction. In Fig. 22(a,b) we plot time series of V x

a ,
V y
a , V x

p , and V y
p for a system in the plentiful regime

at Np/N = 0.5 and φ = 0.82, on the boundary be-
tween phase IIc and phase IIIc. During the first 7× 107

simulation time steps, the system is in a flocking state
that moves in some direction for a period of time be-
fore switching to a new direction for another period of
time, and the active and passive particles are mixed to-
gether. After this long transient interval, the system set-
tles into phase IIIc where the active and passive particles
decouple. Here the active particles are flocking along the
−x direction while the passive particles form a cluster
or liquid state with no net translation. In general, as
φ approaches the IIc-IIIc boundary, it takes longer for
the system to settle into a directed motion state, and at
some critical density the system remains in the fluctuat-
ing phase IIc state indefinitely.

We measure the average time interval τs that the sys-
tem in Fig. 22(a,b) spends moving in a given direction
before switching to a new direction during the transient
interval preceding the onset of IIIc directed motion. In
Fig. 22(c) we plot 1/τs as a function of φ. As φ in-
creases, 1/τs becomes larger, suggesting that there is a
critical density φc at which the switching time vanishes
and the system forms a coherent flock. The data is not
accurate enough to determine whether there is a power
law divergence of 1/τs, but the results suggest that there
is a critical density above which a directed motion flock-
ing state appears. More accurate data or larger systems
would be required to learn whether this transition falls
into the continuous Vicsek class or whether this is an
example of an absorbing phase transition [39–41], where
the switching flocking behavior is the fluctuating state
and the directed flocking motion is the absorbing state.
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FIG. 22. (a) Time series V x
a (blue) and V y

a (red) for the
active particles in the plentiful regime with rabs = 0.0009 and
rrec = 0.000825 for Np/N = 0.5 and φ = 0.82, at the IIc
to IIIc transition. The system settles into a directed motion
state at long times. (b) The corresponding time series of
V x
p (green) and V y

p (maroon) for the passive particles. (c)
1/τs, the inverse of the average time interval between flocking
direction switches in the transient regime of the system in
panels (a) and (b), vs φ.

V. DISCUSSION

Our work describes a distinctive class of active matter
that differs from most self-driven particle based systems,
where each particle is subjected to a fixed driving force.
In our system, the forces that generate the motion can
vary strongly both from particle to particle and over time
because they depend on the competing resource absorp-
tion and recovery processes. Despite this fact, we still
observe several of the same features found in standard
particle based active matter systems. For example, when
the forces producing the motion of the active particles be-
come high enough, there can be a motility induced phase
separation of the active particles, or the active particles
can induce a phase separation of the passive particles.
In addition, our model captures features commonly ob-
served in flocking systems, such as the formation of coher-
ently moving states that select a symmetry-broken direc-
tion of motion. This occurs even though our model does
not include an alignment term for the motion of neigh-

boring particles, which is typically required to produce
flocking in Vicsek models. We also note that the directed
motion we observe is different from that found in active
ratchet systems [42–45], where the active particles un-
dergo directed motion when coupled to an asymmetric
substrate. In our case, the substrate is symmetric, but
a dynamically generated asymmetry can arise in the re-
source gradient due to local density fluctuations of the
active and passive particles.

Possible realizations of the model we consider include
the robotic assembly on an optical resource landscape
that motivated this work [25]. Our results could also be
of relevance to a number of biological systems, such as
crawling cells that exhibit heptotaxis by generating and
then following a gradient [46–48], modifying the surface
on which they are moving [49], or have their activity con-
trolled by their rate of resource consumption [50]. There
are also several models in which active particles interact
with their own secreted trails [51] or undergo synthetic
chemotaxis [52]. In the case of artificial swimmers, for
colloids that react with a surface, the surface could re-
gain fuel or resources over time, or the colloids could be
coupled to an optical feedback that could be used to gen-
erate effective rules of motion [53, 54]. Our results could
also be useful for systems near jamming [55], such as
biological assemblies containing cells with different mo-
bilities. Many other variations of this model could be
explored in the future, including: adding longer range
interactions; introducing spatial heterogeneity by setting
certain resource sites to be always full or always empty
or setting the maximum resource level of a portion of the
sample to a lower level; having more than two species of
particles; introducing additional types of noise; or pro-
viding rules by which active particles can transform into
passive particles over time and vice versa.

VI. SUMMARY

We have introduced a model of a system of particles
that move on a resource landscape grid. The system con-
tains both active particles, which consume the resources
on which they are sitting at a certain rate, and passive
particles, which do not consume resources. The active
particles experience a force from the substrate that is
proportional to the local resource gradient, causing them
to move toward sites containing higher resource levels.
All particles, both active and passive, interact sterically
with each other. We consider several different ratios
of the resource absorption and recovery rates and also
vary the particle density and the ratio of passive to ac-
tive particles. Despite the simplicity of this model, we
show that it exhibits a remarkable number of phases,
including motility induced phase separated states, clus-
tering of the active particles, and directed flocking mo-
tion. In the scarce regime where resource absorption is
dominant, we find different types of mixed phases and
riverlike phase separated flows, while at higher densities,
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mixed jammed states appear. For the balanced regime
where the resource absorption rate is about four times
higher than the recovery rate, we observe a wealth of
phase separated regimes with different morphologies, in-
cluding stripe, bubble, and void states. The activity in
the balanced regime is high enough that the active par-
ticles are able to self-cluster and form a motility induced
phase separated state. As the fraction of passive parti-
cles increases, the mobility of the active particles can
increase due to the formation of large resource gradi-
ents at the edges of the passive particle clusters. We
also find a directed flocking motion regime in which the
particles all move in a symmetry broken direction due
to the generation of a self-sustaining resource gradient.
This directed motion resembles the flocking states found
in Vicsek models, and it appears in systems containing
only active particles as well as for mixtures of active and
passive particles at high densities where a jammed solid
forms. In the plentiful regime where the absorption and
recovery rates are nearly equal, we find an increased num-
ber of flocking regimes. Here the phase separation can
become so strong that the active particles decouple from
the passive particles. The flocking mobility varies non-
monotonically with changing resource recovery rate. For
the highest recovery rates, there is no motion since re-

source gradients never form, while at low recovery rates,
there is only a low level of intermittent motion since siz-
able gradients only slowly form. As a result, there is an
optimal recovery rate for generating the greatest amount
of directed mobility. In general, there is a transient pe-
riod in which the flocking motion repeatedly switches di-
rections before eventually settling down into motion in
a single direction. The time interval between direction
switches decreases as the density of the system increases.
We discuss how our system could be relevant for various
types of biological or robotic systems, colloids on reactive
substrates, or colloids with optical feedback control.
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